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ORGANIC TRANSPLANT SALES
at Heritage Prairie Farm

inside are the available varieties for 2022 sales
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Spring Sale: April 24

Beet - Touchstone Gold

Beet - subeto

Striking golden-fleshed beet.
Smooth golden roots with bright
yellow flesh retain their color when
cooked. Excellent, sweet flavor.
Leaves and petioles are green.

Consistent organic red beet. An
excellent early organic option.
Attractive, productive, and uniform.
Similar to Boro, but with smaller tops.
Very fine taproot. Smooth skin.

Beet - chioggia guardsmark

broccoli - green magic

The highest-quality Chioggia strain
available. Medium-height tops
are green with pink-striped stems.
Excellent flavor.

Excellent heat tolerance.
Heads are smooth, well-domed, & very
attractive. Extremely uniform in maturity.
Smoother heads, and better uniformity.

Cauliflower - snowcrown

chard - bright lights

medium-size heads whether harvested in
summer or fall. Good tolerance to moderate
fall frost. NOTE: When grown under moisture
stress can show a purplish coloration on
the undersides of the heads.

glossy green or bronze leaves with
stems of gold, pink, orange, purple,
red, & white with bright, pastel, &
multicolored variations. Consistent
growthrate, strong bolt resistance.

kale - tuscan (dazzling blue)

kale - westlander (curly)

Best grown in frosts of spring or fall.
unparalleled cold hardiness and
fantastic purple and blue leaves.
Ideal Temperature: 45-85 Degrees F

Very curly, broad leaves with tender
texture. Extremely cold-hardy variety
with large, flavorful leaves. Densely
ruffled blue-green leaves with uniform
size and shape.

lavender - munstead type

lettuce - nancy (butterhead)

Perennial. Compact, superior northernhardy strain. The plants seldom exceed a
foot in height. Use the fragrant spikes
as you would any lavender: potpourris,
sachets, dried arrangements, etc.

medium green leaves are unusually
thick and crisp. large, well-packed
heart has excellent butterhead quality.
Slow to bottom rot.

lettuce - new red fire

lettuce - coastal star (romaine)

Red leaf lettuce with heat tolerance.
New Red Fire is relatively slow, but
produces uniform, heavy heads of wellcolored, frilly leaves.

Heat tolerant, full-size romaine.
large, heavy heads are dark green.
Good, sweet flavor.
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lettuce - crispino (iceberg)

lettuce - tropicana

Adaptable iceberg.
Medium-size, glossy green, firm heads.
White interior, juicy, and mild.

Standard heat tolerant green leaf.
Plants produce full heads with heavy
leaves. Tolerant to tipburn.

lettuce - magenta

oregano - greek

A red Summer Crisp with good flavor.
Shiny, slightly puckered, red-tinged
leaves with a crispy green heart. Ideal
for spring & summer plantings. Tolerant
to bolting, tipburn, and bottom rot.

Essential herb for Italian and Greek
cooking. Strong oregano aroma and
flavor; great for pizza and Italian
cooking. Characteristic dark green
leaves with white flowers.

parsley - Italian

rosemary

Flat, large-leaved variety with aromatic
leaves and excellent culinary quality.
A high-yielding, very large and vigorous
herb. Dependable variety With rapid
regrowth that stands up well in frost.

Quicker, more reliable germination.
Primed rosemary germinates faster and
more uniformly than raw seeds.

sage - common

scallions - parade

A staple of the herb garden. Dusty,
green leaves are used in dressing,
sauces, salted herbs, sausage, and tea.
Make a good base for dried floral
wreaths. Also known as garden sage.

Organic bunching onion. Parade has
bright white shanks with no bulbing,
and dark green, erect foliage. Very
uniform, upright growth makes for
easy harvest and cleaning.

scallions - deep purple

thyme - german winter

Rich reddish purple. A red bunching
type that is highly colored at any
temperature. For spring or summer
sowing, with good bolting tolerance
for overwintering.

The standard winter-hardy thyme with
good flavor and yield. Classic culinary
and ornamental herb. Small, round to
needle-shaped evergreen leaves on woody
stems. Mulch in cold winter climates.

spinach - space

cabbage - Farao

Tried-and-true variety for all seasons.
Medium-green leaves are upright and
smooth to slightly savoyed.

Delicious early cabbage.
Attractive deep green, 3-lb. heads
are filled with tender, thin, crisp,
peppery-sweet leaves.
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Summer Sales: May 8 & 15
Basil - prospera

cilantro - santo

Fast growing, large leaves,
classic Genovese. Highly uniform plants
have a sweet aroma with notes of anise.

Santo is a slow-bolting selection grown
for its leaves. Like the leaves and
seeds, the flowers are also edible.

cucumber - marketmore (slicer)

cucumber - cool customer (pickler)

Long, slender, dark green. 8-9” Fruits
stay uniformlyv dark green even under
weather stress. Begins bearing late,
but picks for a relatively long time.

A rugged organic pickler. produces
uniform yields of attractive, blocky fruits
with small seed cavities & exceptional
crunch & flavor. Vigorous plants produce
4-5” fruits over a long harvest period.

dill - thalia

hot pepper - jalapeño (jedi)

Slow-bolting dill for bunching and
leaf harvest. Uniform habit and
blue-green foliage. Wide, flat fronds.

High yielding, continuous set type.
The large plant is of the “continuous
set” type that produces over a long
harvest window. Jedi’s fruits avg.
4-4 1/2” and are slow to check.

Hot pepper - cayenne (red ember)

hot pepper - anaheim (numex)

Tremendous flavor with warm heat that
lingers. Just enough heat for pepper
fans, but mild enough to slice onto salad.
Makes excellent powder, flakes, & hot
sauce. Also nice fried or in stir fries.

Southwestern style traditional Anaheim
harvested green for stuffing, grilling,
roasting or processing. Peppers
average 8” long & have thick, crisp
flesh with mild heat & excellent flavor.

Hot Pepper - thai

Hot Pepper - habanero

Small, very hot Thai chile. A versatile,
fiery-hot cayenne used fresh at both
green and red stages. Can be dried
for hot pepper flakes. Plants are
productive, big, and upright.

Extraordinary heat combined with
fruity, citrus notes. fruits ripen from
dark green to salmon orange. This
extremely pungent habanero may be
used fresh or dried.

summer squash - patty pan

summer squash - tempest

Yellow organic patty pan.
Prolific yielder of shiny, yellow,
scalloped squash fruits, with light
green on the blossom end.

Outstanding culinary quality.
Yellow crookneck with vibrant color &
gourmet, rich, nutty flavor. Pleasantly
firm texture. Versatile in the kitchen,
retains its shape, texture, & color.
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Summer Sales: May 8 & 15
sweet pepper - glow

Sweet pepper - carmen

Tapered, thick-walled, 2-3 lobed fruits
are 4-5” long and are deliciously sweet
and fruity. Medium-size plants yield
well. Early and easy to grow in diverse
climates.

Best-tasting Italian frying pepper.
Begins green, then deepens to a
beautiful carmine at maturity.
Excellent roasted, grilled, & in salads.
Suitable for indoor & outdoor growing.

sweet pepper - iko iko

tomato - sungold

A rainbow of colors from a single
variety! Immature fruits start dark
purple, lavender, pale yellow and
occasionally lime green, ripening to
tangerine and red streaked with purple.

Intense fruity flavor. Exceptionally
sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry
tomatoes leave everyone begging for
more. Vigorous plants start yielding
early & bear right through the season.

tomato - supersweet (cherry)

tomato - matt’s wild (cherry)

The classic, sweet, red cherry tomato.
Supersweet is a reliable cherry tomato
with prolific yields of great tasting,
fruits produced in large clusters.

small cherry tomatoes are deep-red,
tender, smooth, and full-flavored with
a high sugar content. Fantastic in
salsa and for fresh eating.

tomato - rose (heirloom)

tomato - yellow brandywine

Rivals Brandywine for taste. Deep pink
and smoother than Brandywine, Rose is
every bit as meaty and flavorful. Fruits
weigh 10+ oz. Good-yielding heirloom.

Orange old-timer with rich flavor.
Orange version of brandywine.

tomato - striped german (heirloom)

tomato - estiva (hybrid)

flat, medium-to-large tomatoes
are shaded yellow & red.
The marbled interior looks beautiful
sliced. Complex, fruity flavor
& smooth texture.

Delicious slicer with impressive heat
tolerance.7-9 oz. tomatoes resist
cracking & are remarkably uniform.
High production & premium flavor in a
mid-size fruit.
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tomato - celebrity (hybrid)

tomato - New girl (hybrid)

Long-popular variety with good flavor.
Medium-large, 7-8 oz., flavorful,
globe-shaped, firm, red fruits
ripen midseason.

First early, great flavor.
Fruits avg. four to six oz.
Widely adapted.

tomato - plum regal

tomatillo - de milpa

Medium-size plants with good leaf cover
produce high yields of blocky, 4 oz.
plum tomatoes. Fruits have a deep red
color with good flavor.

Mexican heirloom, long storage. High dry
matter, small to medium-round fruits
store fresh for several weeks, handy for
fresh salsa. Portions of the fruits blush
with purple, especially after harvest.

winter squash - tuffy (acorn)

winter squash - butterbaby

Best, most unique acorn for baking.
Lives up to its reputation as the besttasting acorn. Great flavor coupled with
dry texture. NOTE: For sweetest flavor,
wait two or more weeks after harvest.

Highly uniform, true mini. An adorable
butternut with wonderful flavor & good
color. Fruits are four to six inches long
& offer about two servings each. Stores
3-4 months.

winter squash - delicata

winter squash - spaghetti

Superbly sweet, tender flesh unique to
Delicata. Delicious baked or boiled &
commonly eaten with skin on. uniformity
of size, shape & color as well as yield
of sweet, soft-shelled fruit.

The classic pasta alternative.
Slightly sweet, nutty flavor.
bake or boil, fork out the flesh, & top
the “spaghetti” with your favorite sauce.

zucchini - green machine

mini watermelon - sugar baby

Uniform, medium green with light
flecking. Open plant habit with
moderate spines. High yields of
straight, 7-8” fruits.

Round fruits, six to 8 inches in
diameter, averaging 8-10 lb.
Ripe melons are almost black.
Good flavor.
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